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Distributors continue lining up for
LOVING VINCENT
Beverly Hills, November 2nd, 2016
While nearly 100 painters are busy putting the finishing touches on what Beverly Hills
based international sales company CINEMA MANAGEMENT GROUP (CMG) is
calling the world’s first fully painted animated feature, LOVING VINCENT continues to
add to its distinguished group of international distributors.
Latest territories to be sold include Russia to CD Land and Brazil including Pan Latin
Pay TV to Swen. Both deals were concluded just prior to the AFM where CMG will be
showing new footage of the film that chronicles the life and death of Vincent van Gogh
as told via his paintings and the characters that inhabit them. Based on meticulous
research and drawing from over 800 of van Gogh’s letters, the film is animated in the
style of van Gogh’s paintings and is comprised of over 62,000 oil painted canvases.
Since March, the LOVING VINCENT teaser trailer has set the internet on fire with over
130 million views from all around the world. Says CMG’s Edward Noeltner, “It’s truly
gratifying that the Internet buzz on LOVING VINCENT translated into a recent sold out
‘making of’ presentation at The National Gallery in London last week. The van Gogh
Museum in Amsterdam is also hosting a ‘making of’ event on November 25th as a lead up
to the film’s completion which is attracting a lot of attention on their website.”
Starring Douglas Booth, Jerome Flynn, Chris O’Dowd, Oscar nominee Saoirse Ronan
and Eleanor Tomlinson, LOVING VINCENT is produced by Oscar winners BreakThru
Films (Peter and the Wolf) and Trademark Films (Shakespeare in Love). The film’s
musical score was composed and arranged by Grammy nominated Clint Mansell (Black
Swan).
LOVING VINCENT has already sold to over 20 distributors around the world and with a
new promo to show at the AFM and the extensive news coverage the film has received
around the globe from Sky News, BBC, NBC Nightly News, Arte, TV Globo, etc...,
Noeltner and his team are looking to add additional distributors in the unsold territories
during the market. The film’s worldwide theatrical release is pending the film’s Film
Festival world premiere in 2017.
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